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ABSTRACT 

 

This practical training report of MUHAMMAD FITHRI BIN 

KHAMARUZZAMAN to undergo an industrial training for duration of 4 

month before completing the diploma courses. Starting industrial training on 

1st March 2018 until 31st June 18 at TENAGA JAYA CONSTRUCTION 

which guided by Puan Aisya. 

The purpose of this program is to fulfil the course in order to complete 

the Diploma as well as graduate from the college. The training refers to work 

experience that is relevant to professional development prior to graduate. In 

first chapter this report is defining the term of industrial training and 

description to industrial training objectives. This part explains the details of 

objectives of industrial training report and industrial report. In second chapter 

of report is overview of the company and department. 

For my practical training, I did at Tenaga Jaya Construction which the 

site located at Endau Rompin, Kota Seriemas Nilai and Sungai Merab Bangi. I 

was assigned at construction site which my supervisor Puan Aisyah. 

Last but not least, trainee got opportunities to learn more about management 

and marketing.   
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